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From: Howard  Dansky


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Howard  Dansky


Glenside, PA 19038


 
Comment: I am a small donor who very much feels that democracy is best served by evening the playing field and giving 
grassroots supporters like me a chance to balance the special interests by public matching funds.  Therefore I am 
writing to urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31. The Commission ought to permit individual credit card 
contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:fairstarhd@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: j


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: regarding act blue
Date: 12/12/2007 09:46 PM


dear ms. dove,


i think it rather obvious that public financing laws should not prohibit matching funds when a website exists not for 
the purpose or raising any single candidate's profile and funds, but as in this case acting as a channel through which 
individuals can direct their donations to various candidates. To suggest otherwise would be patently absurd.


j keirn-swanson


++++++++++++++++
They Shoot One Trick Ponies, Don't They?
http://latereviews.blogspot.com



mailto:electricidiot@juno.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: M selk


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:47 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
M selk


albany, CA 94706


 
Comment: This is a comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. 


PERMIT ONLINE MATCHING FUNDS. It is important to REJECT Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card 
contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
REMOVE OBSTACLES TO PARTICIPATION. As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing 
obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing 
new technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have 
the Commission erect new barriers to participation in matching funds.


 
ONLINE CONTRIBUTIONS ARE EQUALLY MATCHABLE as mailed-in contributions. I understand that individuals' contributions 


through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why should an online contribution through ActBlue 
be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it 
should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jonque@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jennifer Kruse Quirk


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:53 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jennifer Kruse Quirk


Torrington, CT 06790


 
Comment: I've used Act Blue to contribute to several candidates. I'm a mom of two little children - a four year old and 
a toddler - and I don't have a lobbyist, or a union, or anyone else to donate to candidates on my behalf. 


It's just me, my husband and my kids. We use ActBlue for convenience sake.


I think the intent of public matching funds is to give folks like us just a little bit louder voice, to counterbalance 
all of the big movers and shakers of the political scene. 


Therefore, I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
Please help regular folks like us have a bigger say in our democracy.


 
Thank you.



mailto:krusequirk@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Karen Andersen


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:42 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Karen Andersen


Thousand Oaks, CA 91360


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:blondekea@linkline.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jake Goad


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:31 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jake Goad


Chapel Hill, NC 27514


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jakegoad@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jenny Thorn


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:40 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jenny Thorn


Des Moines, IA 50315


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:thorn_jenny@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Julia Barry


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:14 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Julia Barry


Venice, CA 90291


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:juliabarry@mac.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Valerie Terranova


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:19 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Valerie Terranova


South Salem, NY 10590


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Valerie Terranova



mailto:valerie.terranova@dartmouth.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Matthew Horowitz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:23 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Matthew Horowitz


Grinnell, IA 50112


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:horowitz1@grinnell.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Terry Williams


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:25 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Terry Williams


Lemon Grove, CA 91945


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:tface1000@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sam Gould


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:30 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sam Gould, M.D.


LOS ANGELES, CA 90035


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:Sam Gould

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Charles Nolte


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Charles Nolte


Poway, CA 92064-6509


 
Comment: Dear Sir or Madam -


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31.  I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and 
permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system.  The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns.  Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable.  Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable?  The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


- Charles Nolte
  Poway, California



mailto:cnolte@cts.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Claire Butler


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:59 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Claire Butler


Seattle, WA 98122


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:planetclaire4@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Karalyn Walker


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:01 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Karalyn Walker


Dexter , OR 97431


 
Comment: I am concerned that there is a possibility that contributions through ActBlue may not be matched under the 
Matching Fund Act.  The more citizens that can participate in the elections the healthier our democracy will be.


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit 
individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:feelfreely@earthlink.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: robert williams


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:25 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
robert williams


fresno, CA 93727


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:padiawilliams@sbcglobal.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Lowell Robinson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:30 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Lowell Robinson


san francisco, CA 94110


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:voteedwards@digitalthreat.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: PI Norton


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Campaign Finance
Date: 12/12/2007 10:20 PM


I urge you to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and to
strongly support and approve Draft A of Opinion
2007-27.


Thank you,
Paul Norton, Delaware


      __________________________________________________________
Sent from Yahoo! Mail - a smarter inbox http://uk.mail.yahoo.com



mailto:treasureislandph@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Sandra Reese


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:54 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sandra Reese


Iowa City, IA 52240


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:risa_reese_8546@q.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Marcia DiClemente


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:06 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Marcia DiClemente


Montgomery, TX 77356


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:Mush77356@Yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: George Ruta


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:14 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
George Ruta


Cambridge, NY 12816


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


I have used ActBlue sevral times to donate, in order to emphasize the progressive nature of my ideals. I dont have a 
lot of money to give , but feel this is the best way to give it.


 
Thank you.



mailto:nckayak@capital.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mary Detrick


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 10:14 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mary Detrick


St. Petersburg, FL 33710


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Thank you.



mailto:mary13ld@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Cameron Yow


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:18 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Cameron Yow


Virginia Beach, VA 23462


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:cyow@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Frances Montell


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:27 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Frances Montell


Alameda, CA 94501


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:fmontell@alamedanet.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Gabriel Rey-Goodlatte


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:27 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Gabriel Rey-Goodlatte


Oakland,  


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:gabriel@colorofchange.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: BILLIE RAMMELSBERG


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:59 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
BILLIE RAMMELSBERG


BLAIRSTOWN, IA 52209-0013


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:allcockw@netins.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Rod Mesa


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Rod Mesa


San Diego, CA 92114


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:roddio1@mac.com
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From: Dr. M. Suzanne Pomerantz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:15 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Dr. M. Suzanne Pomerantz


Clive, IA 50325


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:mspdsm@aol.com
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From: LaVerne Ramsey


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:15 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
LaVerne Ramsey


Lynnwood, WA 98037-3039


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:thriftygram@verizon.net
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From: Tim Robertson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:52 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Tim Robertson


Waynesville, NC 28786


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:tarob01@yahoo.com
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From: GLEN RAMMELSBERG


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:56 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
GLEN RAMMELSBERG


BLAIRSTOWN, IA 52209-0013


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:lastone41@msn.com
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From: Jonathan P Gill


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:57 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jonathan P Gill


Peacham, VT 05862


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jock@jockgill.com
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From: Mary Robinson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:58 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mary Robinson


seattle, WA 98121


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


ActBlue is no different than paypal or any other source that collects funds in one place in order to distribute them 
safely. 


 
Thank you.



mailto:mary4edwards08@mac.com
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From: Tom Warms


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:53 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Tom Warms


Erdenheim, PA 19038-7306


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:t1w@mac.com
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From: Scott Trombetta


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:01 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Scott Trombetta


Surf City, NJ 08008


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sjtarch@hotmail.com
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From: Scotty Coppage


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:01 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Scotty Coppage


Wichita Falls, TX 76308


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:Rocker1224@aol.com
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From: Eli Dansky


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 09:10 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Eli Dansky


Venice, CA 90291


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Sincerely,


Eli Dansky



mailto:ebdansky@yahoo.com
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From: Bruce McFarling


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:46 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Bruce McFarling


Ravenna, OH 44266


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


I have, in fact, donated to several candidates through ActBlue. At the time of making those donations, there was ALSO 
an option to make a contribution TO ActBlue ... and several times I have taken that opportunity.


My understanding has been, and I think that it is entirely reasonable, that my donation through ActBlue TO John Edwards 
or any other candidate is a way to contribute to that candidate, offering the opportunities for online donation 
settlement to grass-roots campaigns that has long been available to higher profile, better funded campaigns.


That is entirely distinct from my contributions TO ActBlue, which are not paid out to candidates, but which is, 
instead, invested in the infrastructure for providing this online settlement service to grass roots candidates.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. There 
is no clear reason why an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely 
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you,


Dr. Bruce R. McFarling (Economics)
Ravenna, Ohio



mailto:BruceRMcF@aol.com
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From: Kathleen Leary


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:47 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Kathleen Leary


Austin, TX 78745


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:fmurphy2@austin.rr.com
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From: Asim Thakore


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:49 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Asim Thakore


Columbia, MO 65201


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


***It is ludicrous that the U.S. Government will not allow matching funds for donations made by a very popular website 
for small-dollar donors.  I hope that this is not a politically motivated  decision, although I know the government 
stopped caring about ordinary citizens a long time ago.
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From: Thomas Carsner


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:28 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Thomas Carsner


Iowa City, IA 52245


 
Comment: I have given several times to the John Edwards campaign through their website.  I was not even aware it was 
run through ACT Blue. If it was made clear that these contributions did not qualify for matching funds, I would have 
given my contribution through another avenue that would qualify for matching funds.  That was my intention from the 
first. I had no idea it was even a possibility that my contributions would not qualify for matching funds. My 
contributions were given in good faith and should be received by the FEC in good faith.  


On your own website and your own data files, you have listed my contributions as individual contributions.  You should 
be consistent and count them as individual contributions when it comes to matching funds.


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit 
individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Anna Brown


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:34 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Anna Brown


Indianola, IA 50125


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
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From: Rebecca Smith


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Rebecca Smith


Champaign, IL 61821


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


Democracy demands fair elections.   It is democratic to give donations online to candidates via a mechanism that is not 
a PAC for legislation or special interest.   I expect the FEC to show fairness in the name of democracy. 


 
Thank you,
Rebecca A. Smith
Champaign, IL 
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From: Mark  Sompayrac


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 08:45 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mark  Sompayrac 


Richmond , VA 23233


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:mark@rvwc.com
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From: Steve Gordon


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 03:06 AM


Dear Secretary Dove and the Commission:
 
Please add my voice in support of the expressions below.  I use ActBlue as a 
conduit for making small contributions to candidates of interest.  Every dollar is 
specified to be directed to my chosen candidates -- ActBlue has no control or say 
in where my donations are directed.  As such, the spirit of campaign finance law 
should treat these donations as if they were made directly to those candidates.
 
Sincerely,
 
Stephen Gordon
319 Camino Del Cielo
South Pasadena, CA 91030
(323) 255-4057
 


To the Commission:


On behalf of my clients Markos Moulitsas Zúniga (DailyKos.com) and 
BlogPAC, a federal political action committee dedicated to supporting 
netroots-friendly candidates and building an online progressive 
infrastructure, I wanted to offer these brief comments in support of your 
draft advisory opinions regarding ActBlue.


Draft AO 2007-31:  Judge Learned Hand once wrote that "There is no 
surer way to misread any document than to read it literally ... As nearly as 
we can, we must put ourselves in the place of those who uttered the 
words, and try to divine how they would have dealt with the unforeseen 
situation; and, although their words are by far the most decisive evidence 
of what they would have done, they are by no means final."  This draft 
opinion, requested by the Edwards campaign, surely has made the same 
error cautioned against by Judge Hand, privileging the cold text of 11 CFR 
9034.3(f) over any reasonable interpretation of its intent.


Obviously, while ActBlue is a "political committee" in the strictest sense of 
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the term, in reality it does not act as such.  ActBlue is a conduit for 
individual contributor preferences, to track and aggregate small-dollar 
contributors.  It asserts no control over the recipients of its funds; the 
site’s only criteria is that the recipient be a Democrat. It fulfills FECA’s 
anticorruption goals by reporting contributors’ names, addresses, 
employers, and occupations to campaign, which in turn provide that 
information to the Commission as is legally required.


This is a clear a case as any of reformers accomplishing via technology 
what law alone cannot do: leveling the playing field between moneyed 
interests and small-dollar contributors by allowing anyone to become a 
"bundler", and to allow such contributors to have visual, real-time 
confirmation of their impact upon the process.  In the same way that the 
public financing system itself is designed to encourage and magnify the 
impact of small-dollar contributions, ActBlue facilitates those contributions 
occurring in the first place.  


The regulation in question, 11 CFR 9034.3(f), was implemented at a time 
when tracking of individual contribution was much more difficult than it is 
today, and there is no danger of ActBlue becoming a conduit for above-
limit contributions given the technological advances which allow for 
heightened transparency and scrutiny of all contributions.


There is no conceivable purpose for campaign finance law that would be 
served by treating the ActBlue contributions as not-matchable under the 
law, as ActBlue presents none of the concerns articulated by the groups 
otherwise covered by 11 CFR 9034.3(f), and for these purposes is more 
akin to a credit card processor than any other entity.  This is technology 
being used to encourage small-dollar contributions which are at the heart 
of reforming our campaign system, and to treat it as "dirty money" seems 
ludicrous.  Nothing distinguishes these from any other small-dollar 
contributions other than the website through which they were sent.  The 
Commission should reject the draft opinion and allow the Edwards 
campaign to seek matching funds for contributions transmitted by ActBlue.


Draft AO 2007-27:  Regarding ActBlue’s desire to solicit contributions for 
restricted SSFs, we urge the Commission to adopt Draft A, the more 
permissive version.  Under Program 1, grassroots donors should be able to 
contribute to PACs whose objectives they support, and allowing ActBlue to 
serve as a conduit for such contributions does not implicate any of the 
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policy concerns underlying the restrictions regarding SSFs.  The same 
source prohibitions and contribution amount limitations will be enforced, 
and no SSF funds will be expended outside the class.


There is no reason to prevent grassroots donors from contributing to PACs 
whose objectives they endorse.  Based on our experience with the 
netroots community, we are confident that grassroots donors would use 
ActBlue’s Program 1 to support such groups, and that doing so serves the 
best interests of a healthy political process.  


Conclusion: Over the past few years, this Commission has shown 
tremendous sensitivity to the ways in which technology has transformed 
the terrain for campaign finance regulation, and has consistently taken an 
approach which encourages innovative efforts to encourage grassroots 
political activity through the Internet.  For those efforts to continue, we 
urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft A 
for Opinion 2007-27.  


Respectfully,  
//s//








From: Darrin Morgan


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 03:07 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Darrin Morgan


Ashland, OR 97520


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Darrin Morgan


Please act on what you know to be right and just!
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From: David Martz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 03:19 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
David Martz


Middle point, OH 45863


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:br_dk1963@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sharin Bowers


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 04:30 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sharin Bowers


Hawthorne, CA 90250


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:fairsharfairshar@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ronald Kneebone


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:02 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Ronald Kneebone


Albuquerque, NM 87114


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:rkneebone@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: C Joanna  Sheldon


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 02:43 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
C Joanna  Sheldon


Lansing, NY 14882


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31, which would run counter to the intent of the 
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 and the Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account Act.


Please do your bit by rejecting Draft AO 2007-31, to permit individual credit card contributions made online through 
ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


Support our democratic principles!


 


Thank you.



mailto:jsheldon@lightlink.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mikimaru Hirama


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 02:50 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mikimaru Hirama


Cooper City, FL 33026


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:mhirama@mjclement.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Oliver Burton


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 02:51 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Oliver Burton


Hood River, OR 97031


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:olivertburton@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Katy Terlinden


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 03:02 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Katy Terlinden


Long Beach, CA 90814


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I have personally made several small donations ($25 or less) to at least 4 different campaigns because of the 
convenience of using the ActBlue pages.  I used the pages much as I would use PayPal to make a commercial transaction.  
I used the pages because they were an easy place to go and make a donation after I'd read or learned about a particular 
candidate using the information resources of the internet.  I believe that ActBlue and sites like it are encouraging 
small donations from active citizens, and I believe the FEC should encourage this trend.


 
Thank you.



mailto:ktnikas@verizon.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Charles Martin


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 01:55 AM


 


Dear Ms. Dove: 
 
I am pleased to have this opportunity to address you on a matter of importance not 
just in the current election cycle, but for the future of free and fair elections in the 
United States (a notion that has had more than a little tarnishing over the past eight 
years).
 
I refer specifically to the draft advisory opinion viz. ActBlue, but it could just as easily 
be about an organisation that acts as ActBlue does but for Republican causes. What's 
good for the goose is good for the gander, and in this case what's good for both is the 
status quo.
 
I agree wholeheartedly with the letter Adam B of BlogPAC wrote to you, particularly 
this concluding paragraph which sums up my agreement and position on this matter 
perfectly:
 
"Over the past few years, this Commission has shown tremendous sensitivity to the 
ways in which technology has transformed the terrain for campaign finance regulation, 
and has consistently taken an approach which encourages innovative efforts to 
encourage grassroots political activity through the Internet.  For those efforts to 
continue, we urge the Commission to reject Draft Opinion 2007-31 and approve Draft 
A for Opinion 2007-27."
 
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
 
Charles Martin
3 Escondido Circle #4
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701


 



mailto:chasm@mac.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Richard Gillock


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:40 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Richard Gillock


Costa Mesa, CA 92626-1607


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:r.r.gillock@ieee.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sarah Burris


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:43 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sarah Burris


Yukon, OK 73099


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


Further, as a donor to political causes I frequently have my privacy invaded by those who sell my name to other causes, 
campaigns, or parties.  ActBlue guarentees my privacy when others cannot.  As such I now only give through ActBlue.  


I find it despicable that these kinds of funds are considered to be donations by the FEC but not matchable donations.


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Sarah Burris
Yukon, Oklahoma



mailto:sarahkatheryn@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Stephens Jr


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:05 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
John Stephens Jr


Bloomsburg, PA 17815


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:john@framesmith.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ann Stephens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:08 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Ann Stephens


Bloomsburg, PA 17815


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:ann@framesmith.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Justin Stephens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:08 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Justin Stephens


Bloomsburg, PA 17815


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:justin@framesmith.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: John Gizis


To: MDove@fec.gov


Subject: Actblue situation
Date: 12/12/2007 07:40 PM


I posted this comment at facebook after filling out
the John Edwards form e-mail, despite the fact that I
support a different candidate.  Perhaps you will find
it helpful in reaching a decision...  


I strongly support this effort, regardless of my
preferences in the Presidential primary. Here is a
truly the case where following the letter of a rule
violates the spirit. Actblue (and to a lesser extent
similar efforts on the right) enables many more
ordinary Americans to donate easily to political
candidates. I have always supported the public funding
on my tax return and am dismayed to learn that the FEC
is not honoring the intention of donors and taxpayers.


      ____________________________________________________________________________________
Be a better friend, newshound, and 
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile.  Try it now.  http://mobile.yahoo.com/;
_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ 



mailto:jgizis@yahoo.com

mailto:MDove@fec.gov






From: Jessica Stephens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 07:09 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jessica Stephens


Bloomsburg, PA 17815


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jessica@framesmith.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Benjamin Eichert


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:47 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Benjamin Eichert


Oakland, CA 94618


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provide an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


I personally used ActBlue to contribute to the campaigns of several candidates and I also encouraged others to use it 
as well. And when I made my contributions via ActBlue, I did so fully expecting that they would be eligible to be 
matched.


Thank you.



mailto:eichert2000@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: janette grant


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 05:52 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
janette grant


baltiimore, MD 21206


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:booksandrelationships@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Fred Deaton


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 06:20 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Fred Deaton


New Hope, AL 35760


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:fred.deaton@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: thomas mccullough


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 06:29 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
thomas mccullough


intercession, FL 33848


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:tom_mccllo@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Judith Todes


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 06:35 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Judith Todes


Columbia, MD 21045


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:judith@todeslaw.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jeremy Kozyak


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 04:44 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jeremy Kozyak


Miami, FL 33156


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page. I made the contribution from my 
personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was exactly the same as the 
contribution page on the ActBlue John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should the online contributions of people just like me be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely 
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:jeremykozyak@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Laura O'Donnell


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 05:19 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Laura O'Donnell


Littleton, CO 80125


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
When I made my contribution through ActBlue, I expected the donation to go to him just as though I had written a 
personal check to his campaign.  It was just much easier to put in my credit card information online.  It never 
occurred to me that there would be a penalty for this convenience.


If people know that the spirit of the law is being turned upside down for technical details, they will have less 
respect for the law.  The spirit of this law is moved forward immeasurably by matching ActBlue donations.


Thank you.



mailto:ashlaurah@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sue Fomby


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:35 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sue Fomby


Goshen, KY 40026-9526


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Sue Fomby



mailto:SFomby@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Dorothy Lance


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:31 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Dorothy Lance


Canton, GA 30114


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jdlance971@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jared Moshe


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:31 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jared Moshe


New York, NY 10003


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ€™s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.
Jared Moshe



mailto:jdmoshe@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Teresa Alexander


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:32 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Teresa Alexander


Sneads Ferry, NC 28460


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:teresa49@embarqmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Carl Shrader


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:35 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Carl Shrader


Jacksonville, FL 32223


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:carlshrader@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Mark Franaszek


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 04:39 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Mark Franaszek


Santa Rosa, CA 95402


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidates❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Sincerely


Mark Franaszek



mailto:webmaster@grassrootswest.org

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Peter Rauh


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:16 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Peter Rauh


Los Angeles, CA 90027


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:peterrauh@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Cheryl Koz


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 07:18 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Cheryl Koz


, MI 48124


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:cherylkoz@comcast.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Patrick M. Boland


Sent By: patrick.m.boland@gmail.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue FEC Advisory Opinion 2007-31
Date: 12/12/2007 07:24 PM


Ms. Dove,  
 
I am supporter of public financing and I would like to register my regret at 
the 2007-31 draft advisory opinion.  I think that ActBlue is exactly what 
the public financing was designed to support, many people giving minor 
amounts of money that could eventually be matched.  Yes, they are 
indeed an organization who should not be directly donating money, but 
that is not what they are doing.  Instead, they are facilitating direct 
donations to a campaign (Senator Edwards') from various donors.  This is 
exactly what you should be encouraging candidates to do -- solicit 
donations from many individual donors so that they do not have to rely on 
corporate and lobbyist money.   
 
I strong urge you to reject Draft AO 2007-31.   
 
Thank you, 
Patrick Boland 
 
7181 Mayflower Hill Drive 
Waterville, ME 04901 



mailto:pmboland@colby.edu

mailto:patrick.m.boland@gmail.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Eric Idsvoog


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31 (ActBlue contributions)
Date: 12/12/2007 07:31 PM


To Secretary Dove and the FEC:


I write in response to your solicitation for public comment on Draft AO 
2007-31, regarding the question of whether contributions made through 
ActBlue are eligible for federal matching funds.


I am dismayed at this opinion's conclusion that such contributions are not 
eligible for matching funds. That conclusion is based on a faulty 
interpretation of the law's intent regarding contributions from "political 
committees," and is a betrayal of the clear intent of all those who have 
donated to a campaign via ActBlue.


My understanding is that federal matching funds are meant to match 
individual contributions to a specific candidate. This is exactly what all 
contributions made through ActBlue are. ActBlue exercises no independent 
discretion as to where contributions are directed. The simplest common 
sense, then, indicates that it is not a "committee" in the same sense as 
PACs affiliated with, for example, MoveOn.org or the NRA clearly are. If 
the FEC is interested in respecting the law's intent based on the way 
ActBlue actually functions, it will treat contributions made via (and not, 
I emphasize, by) ActBlue no differently than contributions made through 
any bank or credit card processor. ActBlue is a "political committee" only 
in a sense so narrow as to render the term legally worthless.


My understanding is also that individual contributions made via ActBlue 
are reported as such, and subject to limits as such. One could not, for 
example, donate the limit of $2,300 to a candidate via ActBlue and then 
another $2,300 to the same candidate via the candidate's own website. If 
ActBlue contributions are limited and reported as individual 
contributions, how is it fair not to allow them to be matched in the same 
way?


While this Advisory Opinion was drafted in response to a request from the 
Edwards campaign, the issue is clearly neither specific to the Edwards 
campaign or to the Democratic party. To interpret the law as the AO 
suggests would be to strike a blow in favor of special interest money and 
against the small-dollar, individual contributions made through ActBlue 
and any entity of a similar nature; it would be, in short, directly 
contrary to the clear intent of the law regarding political committee 
contributions that the AO purports to interpret.


On the logic of the AO, which mistakes a means of transmission for an 
agent, I should sign this email with the name of the 
server through which it will be transmitted. In the hope that such 
twisted logic will not win the day, I thank you for your time and 
attention in my own name instead. Sincerely,


Eric Idsvoog
53 Allerton Pl Fl 3



mailto:idsvoog@fas.harvard.edu

mailto:mdove@fec.gov





Marblehead MA 01945








From: Neil Sinhababu


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:01 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Neil Sinhababu


AUSTIN, TX 78712


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sinhababu@mail.utexas.edu

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Christina Benson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:09 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Christina Benson


Killeen, TX 76549


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:machka@hot.rr.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: PI Norton


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:17 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
PI Norton


Lewes, DE 19958


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to approve Draft A for 
Opinion 2007-27.  That would be the more democratic option for all Americans and for fairer elections.  Therefore, I 
would like the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card contributions made online 
through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.  


 
As a strong supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds to the further detriment of fair elections.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:nomad9x@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jordan Balter


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:19 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jordan Balter


Saint Louis, MO 63110


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:drjbalter@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: David Vernal


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: ActBlue and Matching Funds
Date: 12/12/2007 11:37 PM


Ms Dove, 
 
As a citizen who has contributed to Democratic candidates via ActBlue, I 
want to reaffirm--to the extent I understand the issues at hand--that I 
used ActBlue with the understanding that ActBlue is a conduit for 
individual contributor preferences, to track and aggregate small-dollar 
contributors.  The ActBlue website is a logical and welcome evolution of 
political donations, allowing small donors to demonstrate their collective 
strength ... I hope that the FEC will reconsider its preliminary ruling and 
allow the matching of funds.  
 
Thank you. 
 
-David Vernal 
Tucson, Arizona 



mailto:dvernal@gmail.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Ryan Arens


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:41 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Ryan Arens


Gainesville, FL 32612


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:rarens@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Ray Michael Perfetti


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:48 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Ray Michael Perfetti


Fortuna, CA 95540


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:raymichael_22@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Sally Ortgies


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:09 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Sally Ortgies


West Des Moines, IA 50265


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sjortgies@mchsi.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Deborah Warren-Hicks


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:10 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Deborah Warren-Hicks


Mebane, NC 27302-8288


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:debwh@mindspring.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Andrea Chamblee


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:19 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Andrea Chamblee


Silver Spring, MD 20902


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on the Matching Funds as addressed in Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the 
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to 
be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
I support public financing, increasingly important as the election cycle gets so long and expensive.  I believe the 
Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The 
Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, 
on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers to participation in matching funds.


 
I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate's web site are readily matchable. An 
online contribution through ActBlue should be just as matchable!? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:achamblee@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Joyce Kirby


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/12/2007 11:35 PM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Joyce Kirby


Redondo Beach, CA 90278


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:iloveapiano@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Darby Valley


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Draft AO 2007-31
Date: 12/13/2007 01:11 AM


My name is Darby Valley, I am an acupuncturist and resident of Saint  
Louis, Missouri.  I have donated to multiple campaigns using the  
ActBlue pages.  I have never thought of myself as donating to ActBlue  
but as using them to facilitate my donations to campaigns.  The  
convenience has made it much easier for me to make these donations  
and fully participate in our democracy.  It would be a shame if this  
increased accessibility came at the cost of federal matching funds  
for candidates.  It is and unreasonable and unnecessary choice.  In  
this age of high money races those who take matching are already  
tying one hand behind there back, to take away those funds on a  
technicality clearly not in keeping with the spirit of the intent of  
the law is tie the other hand, making their quest that much more  
quixotic.


Sincerely,


Darby Valley



mailto:yogadoc@mac.com

mailto:mdove@fec.gov






From: Flora Ninelles


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:12 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Flora Ninelles


Seattle, WA 98119


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


I hope the Commission will support the democracy of many small contributions.


 
Thank you.


Flora Ninelles



mailto:ff@ninelles.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Tina Miller


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:25 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Tina Miller


San Diego, CA 92116


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:sociologisttina@gmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Jon Mack


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:30 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Jon Mack


Madison, WI 53714


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:jonnymacksdarma@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Barney Path


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:54 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Barney Path


Claremont, CA 91711-4707


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Just so you know that I am not just blindly forwarding a canned email, I would like to make my individual voice heard.  
Tens of thousands - if not hundreds of thousands - of Americans across this land have chosen to become active 
participants in this, our Democratic process.  Please do not side with the special interests of the few.


Thank you.



mailto:bpath@pathenergy.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Susan Good


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:01 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Susan Good


Fresno, CA 93710


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission. I believe every 
individual who becomes active in a campaign and feels strongly enough to support someone financially, should be treated 
equally regardless of how they give their donation, online, through ActBlue, etc.


 
Thank you.



mailto:susang1953@hotmail.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Eric Draluck


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:03 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Eric Draluck


Bainbridge Island, WA 98110


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


I made my contribution with that intent that it be matched.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.


Eric Draluck
Bainbridge Island, WA



mailto:citizen53@aol.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Randy Luethye


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 01:10 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Randy Luethye


Phoenix, AZ 85008-6718


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit my individual credit card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through ActBlue - to be 
matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing disincentives for presidential 
candidates to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and 
grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect 
new barriers to participation in matching funds. 


I contributed to John Edwards for President through the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my credit card. The contribution page I used was 
exactly the same as the contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of the same safeguards 
and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for President web site are readily matchable. Why 
should my online contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this question, much 
less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.



mailto:randyluethye@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Linda Davison


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:31 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Linda Davison


Tustin, CA 92782


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:ldavison1@cox.net

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Evan Coren


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:41 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Evan Coren


Columbia, MD 21046


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidate'❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:evcoren@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com






From: Lisa Larson


To: feccomment@johnedwards.com


Subject: FEC Comment
Date: 12/13/2007 12:49 AM


-----------------------------------------
FEC Comment Submission (johnedwards.com)
-----------------------------------------


 
Lisa Larson


Avondale, AZ 85323


 
Comment: I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, 
and permit individual credit card contributions made online through ActBlue to be matched under the Matching Fund Act.


 
As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be removing obstacles for presidential candidates 
to participate in the matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new technologies and grassroots 
financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new barriers 
to participation in matching funds.


 


I understand that individuals' contributions through a presidential candidateâ❨�s web site are readily matchable. Why 
should an online contribution through ActBlue be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely addresses this 
question, much less provides an answer, and it should therefore be rejected by the Commission.


 
Thank you.



mailto:lisaivie@yahoo.com

mailto:feccomment@johnedwards.com



